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3PL.NOM / those ones
pers






















































































































look at/after (impf); watch
v
look at/after (impf); watch
v
.




























































































































































































































































fear ([ABS] is afraid of [CON]
v
.











3S.NOM / that one
pers



































fear ([ABS] is afraid of [CON]
v
.








































































































present tense w/ detransitivized (-al)?
v:Any























































































































































































































































































































































































































chase away? (not in dict)
v
.














































to take, to hold
v
.

























talk about (impf; post-radical CM)
v





































































(hedge word, doesn't translate)
interj
(hedge word, doesn't translate)
interj
.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to move, to sway, to flap, to wave (post-radical CM)
v
.















































































PL thematic vowel between stem and case ending
n:Any
delight in, savor, relish?
v
.

























































































































































































(+preradical CM) to hold
v
.





























































































look at/after (impf); watch
v
look at/after (impf); watch
v
.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































love, want (preradical CM)
v




















































ERG (non-human singular; plural)
n:Any
the squatting one (ERG)
n
.



































































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































canvas, sackcloth; sack made from canvas
n  (D/5)




















































































































look at/after (impf); watch
v
.

































 for (which requires dative and transformative cases).
post















stay without own initiative (+preradical CM)
v
.


































present tense w/ detransitivized (-al)?
v:Any
delight in, savor, relish?
v
.































































































































































present tense w/ detransitivized (-al)?
v:Any




























































































































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers

















































































































































































































PL thematic vowel between stem and case ending
n:Any
to make super-ficially, carelessly (+postradical CM)
v
.












































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers





3S.NOM / that one
pers




































































look at/after (impf); watch
v
look at/after (impf); watch
v
.


































































































































































































































































































































hat, head shawl, kerchief
n





























































































past participle (from aorist)
v>ptcp















is ̌1+dial. var. of






go to bed (+preradical CM)
v
.


















































(+postradical CM) serve out, carry, conduct; stroke, smooth
v
.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































spill, shed, scatter (+postradical CM)
v
.








































affirmative particle (really, indeed)








































































































































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers























































































































































































aslant, slantwise, obliquely, with a sideways glance
adv


















































twine, knit (+preradical CM)
v







































































































wash (+pre and postradical CM)
v
.


































































Free  The daughter is washing, cleaning the cat. (00:12:01.680 - 00:12:04.614)
